The paper addresses the question of when the least-xed-point operator, in a cartesian closed category of domains, is characterised as the unique dinatural transformation from the exponentiation bifunctor to the identity functor. We give a su cient condition on a cartesian closed full subcategory of the category of algebraic cpos for the characterisation to hold. The condition is quite mild, and the least-xed-point operator is so characterised in many of the most commonly used categories of domains. By using retractions, the characterisation extends to the associated cartesian closed categories of continuous cpos. However, dinaturality does not always characterise the least-xed-point operator. We show that in cartesian closed full subcategories of the category of continuous lattices the characterisation fails.
1 Introduction Mulry 7] showed that, under general conditions on a category of domains, the least-xed-point operator, lfp D : D D ! D, is a dinatural transformation from the exponentiation bifunctor to the identity functor, i.e. for any f : D ! E, g : E ! D, lfp E (f g) = f(lfp D (g f)). He then asked whether, in any of the usual categories of domains, the property of dinaturality characterises the least-xed-point operator. The question is of interest as, not only does the property of dinaturality arise from purely categorical considerations, but also such a characterisation would determine equationally the inequationally de ned least-xed-point operator. In this paper we answer Mulry's question for many of the most commonly used categories of domains.
Following a well-established tradition (see 2] for motivation), we consider cartesian closed full subcategories of the category of algebraic cpos (algebraic directed-complete partial orders with least element) and continuous functions. If such a category has certain pushouts then we can answer Mulry's question in the a rmative: the least-xed-point operator is indeed the unique dinatural transformation of appropriate type. The condition is rather weak and the required pushouts exist in, for example, the category of algebraic bounded-complete cpos 2, Chapter 5], the category of bi nite cpos 2, Chapter 10], and the category of algebraic L-domains 4]. Furthermore, using retracts, the characterisations extend to the associated categories of continuous cpos.
However, in the category of algebraic lattices (and continuous functions) the relevant pushouts do not exist. This is no accident. As we shall see, the least-xed-point operator is not the unique dinatural transformation (between the appropriate bifunctors) in this category. In fact we give a more general counterexample that works for any (non-trivial) cartesian closed full subcategory of the category of continuous lattices.
Section 2 presents the well-known connections between least-xed-point operators and dinatural transformations in an abstract setting. In section 3 we move to the concrete, giving the basic de nitions and results we require from domain theory. Section 4 contains the main results, two theorems giving conditions under which Mulry's question can be answered in the a rmative. In Section 5 we consider many familiar categories of domains, applying the results of Section 4 to all but the various categories of lattices for which, in contrast, we answer Mulry's question in the negative. This paper is a slightly revised version of the published 8]. The main change is an improvement to the de nition of the greatest continuous xed-point operator on continuous lattices in Section 5.
2 Least-xed-point operators and x-dinaturals
The connections between (least-) xed-point operators and dinatural transformations are best introduced in an abstract setting. Let C be a Poset-enriched category which is cartesian closed (in the Poset-enriched sense) such that C(1; ?) : C ! Poset is faithful.
Recall a Poset-enriched category is a category each hom-set of which is partially ordered such that composition is monotone in each argument. The requirement that C(1; ?) be faithful (well-pointedness) enables us to regard C as a concrete category of partially-ordered sets (of global elements) and monotone functions. We will exploit this possibility, using set-theoretic notation for global elements and function application. The enriched aspect of cartesian closure means that the elementwise order on E D is inherited from the order on the hom-set C(D; E). Note that we do not require that C(1; ?) re ect the partial order (equivalently that exponentials have the pointwise partial order), although this does hold in all the examples considered below. In any cartesian-closed category the exponentiation operation, (?) (?) , is bifunctorial (it gives a functor from C op C to C). A dinatural transformation, Y , from (?) (?) to the identity functor is an ob(C) 
f This is an instance of the general de nition of dinatural transformation between arbitrary bifunctors 6]. However, we will only be interested in dinatural transformations from (?) (?) to the identity functor, so henceforth we omit the functorial information referring to such dinaturals as x-dinaturals. By well-pointedness, x-dinaturality is equivalent to:
The propositions below are well-known (see e.g. 1, 7] ). The rst justi es the term \ xdinatural".
Proposition 2.1 Any x-dinatural transformation is a xed-point operator.
Proof. Let Y be a x-dinatural transformation. Then it is immediate from the de nition of 
It is not, in general, the case that the least-xed-point operator is characterised as the unique x-dinatural. In the category of complete lattices and monotone functions there are (at least) two x dinaturals: the least-xed-point operator and the greatest-xed-point operator. 1. The cartesian closed structure of K is inherited from Cpo.
2. K has a least-xed-point operator, lfp, which is a x-dinatural. 
Results
This section contains the main results of the paper. Theorem 4.7 gives a su cient condition under which the least-xed-point operator in a cartesian closed full subcategory of AlgCpo is characterised as the unique x-dinatural in that category. The easy Theorem 4.8 enables the characterisation to be extended to suitable cartesian closed full subcategories of ContCpo. It is straightforward to check that is a partial order. Directed completeness will be established below.
Let C = fc 0 ; c 1 ; : : :; c n g D and E be as above. We will characterise directed sets in E and their lubs. Proof. Suppose that every element in C is compact. We rst show that K(E) = fh ; di 2 E j d 2 K(D)g.
Suppose that h ; di is compact in E and X D is a directed set such that d W X. If 6 = ?1 then g(X) E is directed such that W g(X) = g( W X) g(d) = h ; di. Therefore, by the compactness of h ; di, there exists h ; xi 2 g(X) such that h ; di h ; xi. But then we have found the required x 2 X such that d x. A similar argument (using ?g in place of g) works for the case that = ?1. We now show that E is algebraic. Let h ; di be an arbitrary element of E. We must show that Y = K(E) \ #h ; di is directed with lub h ; di. For compact h ; di this is trivial. Suppose then that h ; di is not compact. Proof. By Proposition 3.2, K has a least-xed-point operator, lfp, which is x-dinatural. For the converse let Y be any x-dinatural in K and let D be any object of K. We must show that Let E be the cokernel of C D, and let g : D ! E be as above. We now de ne the, as it were, symmetric extension of f to E. This is the endofunction f : E ! E given by:
f is well-de ned as c 2 C implies f(c) 2 C. It is also clearly continuous (in fact it can be obtained from the universal property of E). Further it is clear that:
The symmetry of f enables us to determine the value of Y E (f). Consider the function ?1 : E ! E de ned by:
This is clearly continuous (again it can be obtained from the universal property of E). Clearly (ii)
Now let h : E ! D be the projection associated with g given by Proposition 4.6. Then:
Unfortunately, due to the role of compact elements in the above proof, we do not know how to extend the techniques to deal directly with categories of non-algebraic cpos. However, in view 
(by dinaturality of lfp) = lfp D (f):
Examples
In this section we consider many cartesian closed full subcategories of AlgCpo and ContCpo, determining whether or not the least-xed-point operator is characterised as the unique xdinatural. Theorem 5.1 shows that the most commonly used cartesian closed full subcategories of AlgCpo do satisfy the condition of Theorem 4.7. We thereby obtain a good collection of categories (of both algebraic and continuous cpos) in which the least-xed-point operator is indeed the unique x-dinatural. However, categories of algebraic and continuous lattices are not amenable to the techniques so far developed. In Theorem 5.3 we show that there is a second x-dinatural in these categories, so it is no accident that the results of the last section are not applicable.
We brie y review the de nitions (by just specifying the objects) of some of the most im- Proof. Let D be an algebraic cpo, let C D be a strict nite chain of compact elements and let E be the cokernel of C D, constructed as above. By Proposition 4.5, we know that E is algebraic and is countably-based if D is.
For AlgL we need only show that if D is an L-domain then so is E. Let h ; di be an arbitrary element of E and let Y be any subset of #h ; di. We must show that Y has a lub in #h ; di. If, for some X D, g(X) Y is co nal then clearly X #d has a lub (in #d), x say, and g(x) is the lub of Y in #h ; di. A similar argument deals with the case that ?g(X) Y is co nal. If there is no X D such that either g(X) Y or ?g(X) Y is co nal, then it is straightforward to check that the lub of Y in #h ; di is given by h0; V fc 2 C j h0; ci is an upper bound of Y gi.
Suppose D is bi nite, as witnessed by ff i g i2I . Since W i2I ff i g = 1 D , it is straightforward to show that, for every compact d 2 D, there is an i 2 I such that d is in the image of f i . Therefore, as ff i g i2I is directed, there is some i such that C is contained in the image of f i . So J = fj 2 I j C is contained in the image of f j g is non-empty. Further, it is easy to see that ff j g j2J is directed with W j2J ff j g = 1 D . De ne, for each j 2 J, f j : E ! E by:
These functions are well-de ned as c 2 C implies f j (c) = c, as is clear from the idempotency of f j . Moreover the f j are easily seen to be idempotent with nite image, and ff j g j2J is directed with W j2J ff j g = 1 E . So E is bi nite. Thus Bi n and !Bi n contain the required cokernels. For AlgBC and !AlgBC we need only show that if D is bounded-complete then so is E. This is straightforward and is left for the reader to verify. The above examples show that Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 are widely applicable. However, the condition of Theorem 4.7 it is not universally satis ed. The categories AlgCL and !AlgCL, of algebraic (complete) lattices and countably-based algebraic lattices, are two cartesian closed full subcategories of AlgCpo that are not closed under cokernels of strict nite chains of compact elements (as is easily seen). In fact, as we now show, the least-xed-point operator is not the unique x-dinatural in these categories.
For greater generality, we work with the category ContCL of continuous lattices (which is a cartesian closed full subcategory of ContCpo). A natural candidate for a second x-dinatural would be an operator nding the greatest xed-points of endomorphisms, but the function doing so is not continuous. However, there is a greatest continuous xed-point operator, gcfp, given by the formula:
Theorem 5.3 gcfp is a x-dinatural in ContCL.
Proof. First (as fd j d << g(f(d))g is directed).
Thus gcfp E (f g) f(gcfp D (g f)). Fix-dinaturality follows by Lemma 2.2.
Corollary 5.4 The least-xed-point operator is not the unique x-dinatural in any non-trivial cartesian closed full subcategory of ContCL.
Proof. Let K be a cartesian closed full subcategory of ContCL. It is easy to see (using Proposition 3.2) that the restriction of gcfp to objects of K is a x-dinatural in K. However, gcfp di ers from lfp on all but the trivial (singleton) cpos (as can be seen by applying both to the function that preserves ? and maps every other element to >). All the results in this paper have been for cartesian closed full subcategories of ContCpo.
We do not know whether any of them can be extended to cover categories of non-continuous cpos. There is also one prominent gap in our knowledge of continuous cpos: it remains an open question whether the least-xed-point operator is the unique x-dinatural in Jung's category of FS-domains 5]. It is worth remarking that the techniques of this paper extend beyond the case of full subcategories of Cpo. For example, using cokernels of strict ordinal-indexed chains, it can be shown that the least-xed-point operator is the unique x-dinatural in the category of cpos and all monotone maps. The proof is straightforward as no considerations of continuity or algebraicity are involved. The proof for the category of nite pointed posets (i.e. those with least element) and all monotone functions is even easier (only nite chains are required). We note that an easier proof of the characterisation for Bi n can be obtained by extrapolation from the category of nite pointed posets.
